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Introduction: The garden at Levens Hall
Levens Hall is home to the Bagot family. An Elizabethan house with a stunning garden
full of interest and maintained to an extremely high standard it is much enjoyed by a
large public, both local and national, and also by overseas visitors, particularly from the
US. House and garden are open daily, during the season, except Fridays and Saturdays.
Full restaurant service with excellent food is offered. Levens Hall was the winner of the
Cumbria Tourism Small Visitor Attraction of the Year Award 2013.
The garden accommodates many different types of visitor with gardener-led tours, a childrens' play area and maze and a disability scooter available to those who find too much
walking difficult. The orchard produces 4 tonnes of apples each year . A local brewery
turns these into Levens' Cider which is then sold in the shop. There is also a vegetable garden where the point is not only the practicalities of food growing but also to display how
surprisingly attractive vegetables can be.
The gardening team, led by Head Gardener Chris Crowder, comprises the equivalent of
four gardeners, only one of which is full-time. The clipping of the world famous topiary
garden and all the hedging is a six month task for the team which begins each year in late
August.

Brief history
Colonel James Grahme went to live at Levens in 1688 where he was to engage the services
of a Frenchman, Guillaume Beaumont to lay out the gardens. Beaumont had previously
laid out gardens at Hampton Court Palace for James II and by 1694 was working at Levens for Colonel Grahme. The garden was finished by 1704.
It is believed that the garden at Levens escaped being swept away in the 18th century as
were numerous other formal gardens because it was not the family's principal seat. So
happily it survives as one of the country's oldest gardens.
The two week placement at Levens Hall began just after the August Bank Holiday in
2014.

The Placement: Tasks - clipping spheres and cones
Day 1 opened with a Health & Safety induction and
a rapid overview of the garden. Chris Crowder personally oversaw the placement and explained in detail the section method seen in preliminary reading.
(1).

First clipping task tackled

The first task was to clip a small Buxus mound. The
new Japanese shears turned out to be a really effective piece of equipment capable of producing the
required smooth and tight end result. I learned that
these shears should only be honed with a diamond
file, and every day if doing a large amount of clipping. Start the day with a spray of WD40 and keep
the shears wet at all times whilst clipping using a
spray bottle was the advice given. This avoids the
sticky build-up on the blades that quickly spoils the
sharpness of the cut and then sets hard so that only
wire wool will remove it.

By clipping in sectioned bands from one bottom edge, over and across the top to the bottom edge on the other side, in four or more sections, that round shape, so easily lost, is retained.
Next came clipping the edging around the large circular beds in the 17th century garden
where I was to spend several days. These mini-hedges were new and rather sparse - Ilex
crenata 'Dark Green' - replacing the Buxus dwarf hedges lost to blight over a four-year
period. Also on trial in other parts of the garden is Lonicera nitida 'Tiny Tips'. I learned
that it is important to get to know the branch structure of the plant species of the topiarised plant. Developing a feel for this aspect makes it clear why Buxus has been so heavily
used in gardens everywhere and why it is so challenging to find a reasonable alternative.
Dry stone walls abound in Cumbria. A "batter" shape is incorporated into the building of
these walls (sloping sides, wider at the bottom than the top) and this is now copied in the
newer topiary pieces and hedges at Levens, wherever possible, in place of the vertical.
With some of the pieces at Levens being over 300
years old, and with longevity in mind, a piece is most
vulnerable at the lowest edges. Enabling it to get
maximum light is likely to keep the under edges
growing well. This is a sensible precaution for future
use on any client's new hedge as well as having a
bearing on what shapes to choose when starting
from scratch with a topiary piece.
The visitor restaurant is in the 17th century garden.
The visitors seem to really enjoy this area and
comment particularly on the flower beds.
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Replica 17th century garden in early morning light and shade: in topiary terms Taxus hedge surround, Buxus, Taxus and
Ligustrum cones of various sizes, small hedging Ilex crenata (on trial), interspersed with strong blocks of colour in the flower beds.
Current year's growth is clearly seen in the foreground plants.

In the 17th century garden are cones of various sizes in pairs;
here small variegated Buxus cones with a pair of Ligustrum
cones behind. In the background is a straight cane - probably
topiary and hedgings' most useful implement.
Possibly the only template a topiarist will every need and
used as a guide. The variegated Buxus has a really pleasing
marble appearance when clipped closely.
In Leven's, and probably most other garden schedules, there
is only time for one clipping a year. It needs to be a close
and tight clipping.

This small cone has a large hole
caused by Box Blight - see section
on general horticultural care of
topiary.

A pair of small cones completed and then on to the larger
ones. With the larger cone the section approach already
mentioned is used again but this time in planes. The cone is
treated like a pyramid, four or more flat planes are created
which are then merged
together.
The straight cane is used
to create really flat
planes and then the
edges are smoothed - no
segment lines should be
visible.
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The best marble-like surface is achieved with mechanical clippers.
The finished piece should be brushed downwards with the cane to dislodge all the clippings
stuck to the topiary piece. Within a couple of weeks these would turn brown and spoil the
appearance. It is crucial to brush downwards and avoid rearranging uncut branches otherwise the flat surface that has been created may need doing again.
The clipping techniques learned on the spheres and cones are transferable skills that would
also be used to create squares, domes and cylinders. The straight cane used as a guide is a
useful aid not only to clipping topiary generally but also to achieving pieces in pairs or
rows looking the same. This answered objectives 3, 4 and 5 that underpinned application
for the placement and I thought significant to my type of work.
The largest number of my clients have suburban gardens and a number of these have
small topiary pieces so the techniques described above are particularly relevant.
Within my local area are several companies who have installed small topiary pieces at the
front of their offices. Going by appearances one at least of these companies would seem
to have had their topiary nibbled by rats and the look of a prestigious head office is far
from enhanced by poor clipping. Work-wise this seems to be an area to be followed up.
I shall now be adding topiary to the list of gardening services offered on my website together with my Levens' training and acknowledgement of the Finnis Scott award.

Front entrance of Levens Hall
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The Placement: Tasks - using spirit level and plumb line
Any aids available seem very appealing
to beginners although experienced topiary gardeners do not seem use them. A
spirit level is never used and a plumb line
hardly ever and would be of little use for
a hedge on sloping ground. As it was
one of my objectives I did try out a
plumb line, found it useful and in the
right circumstances would use it again.
What is used to keep a hedge straight is
a taut rope as a baseline. When clipping
the hedge on the left there was a
straight plank in place at the base making a perfect guide plus the bottom onethird of the hedge was encased in chicken wire as protection from rabbits. In
other instances fixing a taut rope straight
along at the base when clipping would
ensure the hedge was kept straight.
I asked Chris if I could practice with mechanical clippers on out of sight hedges
like this one as I was finding these difficult to control being unused to their
weight. Clearly, control of tools is crucial
to precision work such as topiary. I
clipped a couple of hedges with the clippers and improved my control.

A straight hedge on level ground. A cane can be inserted at either
end of the top of the hedge with a string tied to the free end and
with a weight at the end of the string to make a plumb line. This
hedge was out of sight of the public.

With the hedge finally completed using a mixture of
mechanical clippers (battery)
and hand shears, plus a
scaffold platform to clip the
top with long reach mechanical clippers, I was now able to
move on to hedges in public
view.
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The hydraulic lift is used for these large pieces that reach the second storey of the house

Shown above is the quality of cut and ultra smooth finish achieved by the topiary gardeners at Levens Hall. Something to aspire to.
One of the Levens’ gardeners, a man with 20 years' experience, told me he always starts
fitness training for the clipping season one month before it starts.
I found the weight of the mechanical clippers challenging and am not used to physical
weakness. I was however encouraged by the improvement in my control of the clippers
after a week or so. On reflection the muscles involved (I am reliably informed these are
the latissimus dorsi, the front deltoids and the trapezius muscles) I realise are not ones I
usually use that much. It is clear that I too could train to improve my ability to lift
weights should it become necessary.
In any work speed is often necessary and should I do hedge clipping the speed afforded by
mechanical clippers would be essential.
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The Placement: Tasks - Care Plan for annual maintenance of topiary
Ask any stately home gardener about the soil type there and the reply will probably be a
variation of "Who knows now, it has been worked on and added to for centuries."
In his book Chris deals with preparing the site for topiary pieces in detail with drainage as
the single most important factor in the preparation for topiary pieces. Otherwise the
usual rules for soil improvement in any garden apply. With the example of the historic
topiary specimens at Levens it is clear that maintaining a soil in good heart is fundamental
and something that is done prior to planting as almost impossible to do afterwards. At
Levens the garden is mulched each spring with spent mushroom compost and the general
idea is to feed the soil and let the plant feed itself with supplements used as and when
necessary.

It is difficult to see in this shot with no human figure, but these hedges are truly huge - around 7 or 8m high and almost equally wide.
Sheer size is what makes them a very special feature. It is a massive undertaking to clip them each year.
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Despite every care being
taken over time rejuvenation becomes necessary due
to old age. The Taxus
hedge surrounding the garden 'room' on the left is a
case in point. This is a major, occasional operation
and not an annual event.
Here the outside of the hedge is left intact while all the inner foliage is removed

The hedge will take around 5 years to revive and
it has to be accepted that not all of the trees so
treated will survive.
In the picture below it is clear that one tree at
least has been unable to regenerate - the first
tree from the left is showing no signs of new foliage sprouting. However, this happens less often
than might be supposed.

The view from the inside

As mentioned earlier Box blight has been a major problem at Levens Hall. Most of the low Buxus hedging has now been replaced.
Those varieties used for low hedging have a thinner cuticle and
are more susceptible to the disease. Buxus Suffruticosa is also particularly vulnerable for the same reason.
This virulent strain of fungal disease, nicknamed “The Black
Death” because of the speed of attack and characteristic darkening of the foliage, can kill within three days. Finding replacement
plants is still experimental. Teucrium x lucidrys was promising but
the need to clip it several times a year has removed it from the
list.
Box blight creates leafless holes in the plant. On a hopeful note Chris Crowder, who advises cutting away all the defoliated twigs, notes that the disease appears to be self-limiting.
It kills a section of branches and foliage and then stops without spreading to other parts of
the plant. Even so he continues to spray against it.
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The Placement: Equipment for clipping topiary
Fashions in topiary do change and it is the abstract,
organic shape that finds favour now. Gone are most
of the topiarised animal shapes at Levens as elsewhere.
Next task was clipping this shape, that made a 'bookend' at the end of a long hedge.
Task done with electric clippers and hand shears by
enthusiastic trainee topiarist. End result below right.

Before ...

… and after

The cherry picker/hydraulic lift will extend
above the height of the tower seen here. This
is the only way to clip the centuries-old, larger
topiary at Levens Hall.

The Placement: Next task Was too tall for me even with a step ladder.
The 2m scaffold platform I used was really
useful and light enough for one person to
move around (below right).
The platform comes in different heights the
only drawback being when when the plane to
be clipped is not vertical and close to the operator and too far to be reached with longreach clippers.
The very top section of this piece had to be
left to the gardeners using the hydraulic lift.
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(Left) All I could reach
is done and the piece is
almost finished. The
task went well, fortunately, this piece is a
favourite of several of
the gardeners at Levens.
The effect is enhanced
by the incisions and was
an example of surface
decoration covered by
Chris's book in the
Chapter: Complex and
Figurative Shapes. Also
covered in the book is
creating arches and
windows which I wasn’t
able to do on placement but covered in
theory.

The Placement: Art & Design aspects
Different shades of green
Golden Taxus is a good foil to
the dark green usually used
and stands out against it.
The acorn on the right incorporates both colours.
Laying out different sizes and
shapes of topiary and using
different shades of light and
dark greens is an effective
way of creating depth in the
garden.
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Light and shade
Differently angled planes create shadows that add to the interest
of the piece.
The direction of the light is just one of a number of things to consider when siting a piece for the first time and a significant visual
consideration. During the bare landscapes of winter this aspect is
visually particularly important. Clearly, the topiary should be
well clipped in late summer/autumn for the required sharp edges.
Other things to think about are the types of plants that will surround the piece both from a horticultural and a display point of

Flower colour
Perhaps a display unique to Levens Hall includes the solid
blocks of colour of the topiary garden flower beds where
only the subtlest of colour changes have been made over
the years.
Each year Chris and the gardening team grow 30,000
plants themselves to fill these and other beds, this number
being divided between the Spring and Summer flowers.

The three foregoing art and design aspects put together are just part of the ingredients
that go to create the magical garden at Levens Hall.

...
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A truly magical garden
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